Alongside Richard Haydocke's translation of Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo's treatise on painting (1598), the article examines concepts of color concerning cosmetics, painting and complexion as they relate to aesthetics, artistic and medical practice in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Beginning with white and red as ideal colors of beauty in Agnolo Firenzuola's Discourse on the beauty of women (1541), the essay places color in relation to major issues in art, medicine and empiricism by discussing beauty as a quality of humoral theory and its colors as visual results of physiological processes. Challenging the relation of art and nature, gender and production, Lomazzo's account of complexion and Haydocke's additions on cosmetic practices and face-painting provide key passages that shed light on the relation of cosmetics colors, art writing and artistic practices at the convergence of the body, art and medicine in the context of the emerging English virtuosi around 1600.
Introduction
This article examines the canonical colors of beauty in the early modern period -red, white and black -at the convergence of cosmetics, medicine, art theory and painting practices. Following Agnolo Firenzuola's (1493 Firenzuola's ( -1543 link between the colors of beauty, physiology and the colors of health as well as Richard Haydocke's (ca. 1569 Haydocke's (ca. /70-1642 connection between cosmetics and painting, it discusses concepts of the colors of beauty, coloring materials as well as material knowledge. Together with William Harvey (1578-1657) and Sir Théodore Turquet de Mayerne (1573-1655), Haydocke belonged to a generation of English physicians that shared a common interest and engagement in medicine, empiricism and art.1 Alongside his Tracte of paintinge (1598), it will discuss recipe sources and cosmetic ingredients within the framework of art writing, focusing on the question of the meaning of the colors of beauty around 1600.
The Early Modern Canon of Beauty
The ideal Renaissance face was a composition of white and red: a high forehead free from hair and wrinkles, and skin, even and whitened, accentuated by a blush on the cheeks and the red of the lips.2 The portrait of Lady Mary modern literature. In his Dialogo delle bellezze delle donne, completed in 1541, he lists eight colors of beauty: "biondo" (blonde) and "lionato" (tawny) for the hair;6 "negro" (black) for the eyes; and "rosso" (red), "candido" (fair), "bianco" (white), "vermiglio" (vermillion), and "incarnato" (flesh-pink) for the lips and skin.7 Firenzuola defined the nature of these colors as visual indicators of the physiological qualities of the human body:
For, just in a body whose humors are well balanced and whose parts well arranged one finds health, and health produces a bright and lively complexion that outwardly reveals its presence within the body, so too the perfection of each specific part united in the creation of the whole will spread the color necessary for the perfect union and harmonious beauty of the entire body.8
In this passage, Firenzuola explains beauty biologically as the external result of overall physical health.9 According to medieval and early modern humoral theory, the human physiology consisted of a mixture of four fluids -black bile, yellow bile, phlegm and blood -which influenced the human temperament and health. The four fluids of the body were equated with the four elements and with the colors black, yellow, white and red.10 Therefore, the mixture of the humors could cause color changes. Well-proportioned body fluids resulted in a pleasing complexion. Thus, in Firenzuola's palette of beauty, nature, art and medicine merge and represent more than literary topoi. Firenzuola's dialogue is also a key text in the history of the objectification of women, as women 6 Petrarca, Il Canzoniere, n. 160, n. 90, quoted are equated here with artworks.11 This misogynist analogy could be a comparative category when one considers the meaning attached to the colors of cosmetics and to those of human skin. Likewise, discourses on the colors of the human complexion in art theory and practice are comparable with discussions about the colors of beauty.
Face-Painting and Art Writing
Since Ovid declared face-painting an art in his Ars Amatoria, it has been linked with painting in its literal sense, in theory and in practice.12 Unified by color, painting on the human face and on canvas merge in terms of brushwork, painting material as well as phenomenology.13 Women's painted faces were compared with painted canvases, and women who applied cosmetics to their faces were analogized with painters.14 Unique to European visual culture, English cosmetic writings interweave traditional criticism of pictures -and the artificial -with actual art theory and experiences of artisanal practice. Moreover, England's iconoclastic periods in the 1530s and 1640s fostered examinations of ancient image disputes that were discussed in cosmetic treatises and art writings.15 They thus provided a critical discourse on the status of images, pictures and the visible world as a whole.
In his A tracte containing the artes of curious paintinge from 1598 ( Fig. 3) translated and provided a commentary on the first five of Lomazzo's treatises, on proportion, passions, color, light and perspective (omitting those on composition and iconography). A preface, a glossary of art theoretical terms and a letter to the author frame Lomazzo's master text. Haydocke also supplied the frontispiece, a self-portrait and the chapters on proportion and perspective with his own graphic works (Fig. 4) Regarding Haydocke's text in comparison with Lomazzo's treatise, Lucy Gent, and subsequently Michael Baxandall, argue that Haydocke does not manage to recognize the comprehensive meaning of the mannerist concept of disegno, which refers to both an idea and its graphic realization. Instead, he used "disegno" in terms of "draft," like the French "dessin."34 Therefore, Haydocke's "Briefe Censure" both narrows and broadens the treatise's focus on art: narrows, because this misunderstanding failed to introduce an important concept, which would have affected subsequent art writing in seventeenthcentury England; broadens, in that, instead of adapting the Italian disegnomodel, he stresses color and techniques of color application by detailing the materiality of color substances and the consequences of their use, including in face-painting. His explanation of the meaning of color defines painting anthropologically as being created by the act of applying color:35 31 Based on a compound of black, yellow, white, and red-yellow, Lomazzo gave detailed explanations of how to paint these humoral types by gradually decreasing the amount of white -from the complexion of the choleric man, composed of two parts red, one part yellow, and three parts "fair" (chiaro); and sanguine skin, consisting of two parts red, one part yellow, and two parts "fair"; to the phlegmatic, with only one part "fair"; and the absence of white and red in the melancholic complexion. Lomazzo, Trattato, 300-1. Regarding Haydocke's definition of painting mentioned above, this practical account seems to narrow his concept of painting to the act of applying color to the human face. In focusing on face-painting, he also links art and medicine together at a point at which they intersect -namely, the human body.
With regard to the color concept presented in the "Briefe Censure," Haydocke refers to the traditional classification of material and immaterial colors, which clarifies his approach to artistic colors, but not his concept of cosmetics colors.
Cosmetic Sources -Cosmetic Recipes
Haydocke's Concept of Cosmetics As we have already seen, face-painting refers to the ancient ars comptoria or ars decoratoria, the techniques of embellishing one's external appearance by applying paint.46 In contrast to this more superficial concept of improvement, the antique cosmetica medicamenta referred to the application of ( medicinal) substances to the skin. Still, in the early modern period, cosmetic writings often distinguished terminologically between cosmetics and paint.47 Accordingly, Haydocke notes a difference between recommendable cosmetica medicamenta and less acceptable ars comptoria:
This Arte consisteth of a twoofold method; either by way of preparation and abstertion, of some naturall or adventitious imperfections of the skinne, which is done with fomentations, waters, ointments, plaisters, and other matters, which I meane not to prescribe, or by a more grosse illiture and laying on of materiall colours; whereby such unpleasing defectes are rather covered then abolished and taken away.48
This notion of cosmetics includes all methods that alter the color of the skin by means of applying pharmaceutical substances: either preparations that change the complexion itself, such as "fomentations, waters" and "ointments," or paint ("materiall colours") that covers the skin. Preparations such as waters and ointments belong to the field of cosmetica medicamenta; paint, to ars comptoria. Haydocke, however, does not distinguish between the two fields in discussing cosmetic ingredients. Concentrating on individual examples of harmful substances in cosmetic recipes, he includes short chapters on quicksilver, white lead ("cerusse"), alum, citric acid ("lemon juice"), potash ("tartaric oil"), as well as niter ("salnitrum"), and "of all such thinges as are enemies to health, and hurtfull to the complexion," especially those "paintings and embellishings which are made with minerals, and corrosives."49 With the exception of white lead, these ingredients probably did not effect a change in color the way applying paint does. As they belong to the field of pharmacology (materia medica), however, they may have altered the appearance of the complexion by provoking a physiological response.
Considering the medicinal use of toxic metals (lead, mercurous chloride) as preservatives and for anti-inflammatory purposes, Haydocke stresses the sideeffects of these substances: they may cause irritation and corrode the skin, making it appear reddish. Also, niter may be used as a preservative (as in cooking). In addition to these irritating effects, the metals alum and citric acid may also have a whitening effect on the complexion by altering the skin's pigmentation.
For Haydocke, these substances are harmful not only because they are toxic, corrosive and irritating, but also because they generate physiological reactions that alter the complexion. Haydocke concludes his "Briefe Censure of the Booke on Colours" with a short list of what may be applied without posing any health risks. This list is thus based on qualities of virtue that may also beautify the physical appearance: contentment, health, honesty and wisdom will always outshine face-paint.
Indeed, cosmetic recipes were included in general collections of remedies and belonged to the field of body care and dietetics. In her studies of early modern cosmetics, Edith Snook notes that, in terms of "beautifying physic," cosmetics were related to the "medical culture, diagnosis and treatment" in early modern England.50 According to the comprehensive humoral model, efforts to improve the physical appearance had a physiological effect on the whole body. Furthermore, it gave attempts at embellishment a "physical and emotional logic" in contrast to the "theatrical" and "performative" nature of paint.51
Nevertheless, cosmetic recipes used terms such as "fucus" and "pomatum" interchangeably for face-paints as well as medicines.52 Such preparations simultaneously covered and transformed, and contained the very ingredients Haydocke warned against.53 49 Ibid., 132. On harmfulness as a trope in cosmetic writings, see Phillippy, Painting Women, [7] [8] [9] Snook, "Beautifying Part," 13. 
From Hippocrates to Apelles -Haydocke's Sources
Discussions about the painted face in early modern cosmetic writings challenged the relation between art and nature in the process of artistic creation. In his chapter on "The painting of women," Haydocke uses terms from art writing, such as "Arte of Colouring," "Naturall," and "Artificiall" to describe make-up.54 Indeed, in contrast to the painter's "Colouring by the life," he defines face-painting as "Painting upon the Life where a knowne naturall shape is defaced, that an unknowne Artificiall here may be brought thereon."55 Linking the creation of art and cosmetics, this passage refers to a misogynist, key anti-cosmetic argument, which has existed since late antiquity. Early Christian theologians, from Tertullian and Cyprian to Ambrose, deemed face-painting a female occupation and denounced it as a distortion of the human face with paint because it falsifies humankind's divine creation in God's image.56 Haydocke's account resumes this dispute, although he does not criticize cosmetics and face-painting per se but their abuse, as well as people's ignorance and lack of knowledge regarding the ingredients involved ("unknowne Artificall").57
Due to the negative side effects cosmetic ingredients could have on the physical condition, Haydocke's goal (as a physician) was to discuss the "nature" and "qualities" of these substances so as to prevent further damage resulting from people's ignorance.58 In contrast, he briefly summarized, among other things, ointments, waters, and plasters as recommended means of improving one's physical appearance. Instead of giving examples of advisable cosmetics, he refers readers to one of his sources, a collection of cosmetic recipes he "Painted Poison: Venomous Beasts, Herbs, Gems, and Baroque Colour Theory," Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek, 61 (2011), 116-47; Leonhard, Bildfelder, 180- reaching a level of health that corresponds with physical beauty.65 However, he embedded the chapter on cosmetics in the art theoretical framework of his treatise -specifically, in his account on painting techniques. The link Haydocke establishes between art and medicine stems from his professional background as a medical student. It should be viewed against the background of physicians' emerging interest in the fine arts and the birth of the English virtuoso in seventeenth-century culture. 66 Haydocke's illustrations, such as Table A , which shows the ideal proportions of man and woman, give visual evidence of the fact that the human body was the point at which Haydocke's interests in medicine and art intersected (Fig. 6) . Karl Höltgen suggests that, beside Dürer, Haydocke may have also been aware of anatomical plates such as the 1559 edition of Vesalius' anatomical atlas by Thomas Geminus (1510-1562) (Fig. 7) .67 Ever since Leonardo da Vinci famously demonstrated the importance of drawing as an epistemological tool for understanding the human anatomy, artistic training and the study of the anatomy were linked.68 This kind of a professional curiosity may have also motivated Haydocke to learn and practice artistic techniques. In his preface, Haydocke informs readers that he "painfully" practiced painting for seven years before publishing his Tracte of paintinge. 69 In English culture around 1600, the interests and curiosities of physicians were not limited to anatomy, but comprised empiric knowledge as a whole. Sir Théodore Turquet de Mayerne (1573-1655) (Fig. 8) , physician to the kings and queens of England and friend of the court painter Peter Paul Rubens, for instance, demonstrated an empirical curiosity and knowledge of the materia medica in various genres: from the printed pharmacopoeia and manuscripts Case praises Haydocke's book for its comprehensive view of various subjects, from anatomy and geometry to pharmacology. Guiding the reader "from Hippo crates to Apelles," these subjects where unified by art as a medium and tool of epistemological knowledge.73 Both Haydocke and Case were physicians as well as artistic practitioners. For Case, painting was a liberal art, a useful tool in educating young men and a medium of epistemological recording equal to the writer's pen.74 Like Haydocke, Case may have also been involved in the design of the pictorial motifs of 73 Case, "Iohn Case […] to his friende," n. his books, such as the portrait of Queen Elizabeth in the frontispiece of his commentary of Aristotle's Politics entitled Sphaera civitatis (1588) (Fig. 9 ). This emphasis on the status of painting as a liberal art, however, was not limited to the scholars in Haydocke's circle. In his treatise Arte of Limning, the painter Nicholas Hilliard declares limning to be "a kind of gentill painting."75 John Pope-Hennessy notes that the "gentility of painting" claimed by Hilliard, Case and Haydocke derives from Baldassare Castiglione's bestseller, The Book of the Courtier (1528), and Thomas Hoby's English translation (1561). In it, Castiglione declares painting suitable for the education of young gentlemen and also ennobled the social rank of painters.76 In England around 1600, social status was as much a concern for painters, such as Hilliard, as it was for physi- 78 Hanson argues that physicians' particular interest in the arts represents the meaning of the term virtuoso in the first half of the seventeenth century: men of natural philosophy who ennoble their profession through artistic accomplishments.79 Only in the second half of the seventeenth century did the interests of curious, accomplished gentlemen turn to natural philosophy and the natural "sciences."80 To conclude, Haydocke provided the theoretical framework for England's painters and first virtuosi by aiming to "increase of the knowledge of the Arte," as he felt it "never attained to any great perfection amongst us," as he admits in the preface of his Tracte of paintinge.81 The independent chapters on the "Book on Colours" supported this framework in a practical way by naming painting techniques and, more importantly, by defining painting implicitly as a technique of coloration.82 In this context, face-painting, like oil painting and limning, was considered an artistic technique that required training and knowledge of both techniques and materials. However, the material knowledge of cosmetic ingredients was of special concern to the physician Haydocke. As a medical practitioner, he promoted a 'natural' ideal of a pleasing complexion that resulted from an overall healthy and balanced physiological constitution by advising against common cosmetic ingredients. Cosmetic Ingredients Among the most widespread cosmetic ingredients from the early modern period up to the eighteenth century was white lead (ceruse).83 Although white lead was poisonous and caused many of the effects associated with lead poisoning -and despite the fact that less harmful powders, such as starch, alabaster and crushed mother-of-pearl, were obtainable -it was popular because it was easy to apply, it was opaque and it created the effect of a smooth complexion.84 White lead was both used as a face powder and mixed with colors in the form of paint. Therefore, it could be added to red paint for cheeks and lips (on both canvas and the human face) and mixed with dyes containing precious substances, such as cochineal, henna, ochre, madder and sandalwood. 85 The chapter on "How to beautifie a white and pallid complexion" in Artificiall embellishments, for example, included a red paint recipe that could be made from sandalwood or vermilion:
[...] use Pomatum and Vermilion made of cinnaberis. Or, Take red Saunders' bruise and steep it for 3 dayes in Aqua Vita, then boile it for an hour over a gentle fire adding a little allum and gum arabick, than strein it and bath the parts therewith. Thake rock allum one ounce boile it in a pinte of running water, when it is dissolved take it off from the fire, let it coal, then adde to it Vermilion finely powdred one ounce, boile them againe to a consumption of half, streine the decoction and keep it for your use.86
This cosmetic recipe simultaneously included four representative procedures for the preparation of rouge by recommending the extraction of a red hue from either vermilion or the more precious sandalwood and binding it either with gum arabic or alum.87 Vermilion was popular as a flesh color for the face as well cosmetic ingredients, Haydocke does not mention color materials and their embellishing effects -such as vermilion's ability to color skin and canvas red -at all; he only considers metallic cosmetic ingredients, including the far more toxic mercury ("Sublimate").91 Discussing the side effects of quicksilver poisoning on the teeth and the skin,92 he also describes production procedures, such as a recipe for a white colored "minerall fucus for the face" from Hugh Platt's Delightes for ladies:93
Incorporate with a wooden pestle and in a wooden mortar with great labour foure ounces of sublimate, and one ounce of crude Mercury at least sixe or eight houres (you cannot bestowe too much lavor herein) then with often change of colde water by ablution in a glasse, take awaie the salts from the sublimate, change your water twise every day at the least, and in seaven or eight daies (the more the better) it will bee dulcified, and then it is prepared. Lay it on with the oyle of white poppey.94
Platt suggests crushing the mercury and binding it with poppy seed oil, a common pigment binder used in both oil painting and for pharmaceutical purposes. In addition, Haydocke mentions two other methods of binding mercury chloride: one can either prepare a wash for the face with it or use it mixed with a pomatum as a tinted skin ointment. Despite Haydocke's warnings, Jeamson's and Platt's recipes for skin preparations to beautify the face were based on metallic ingredients, such as white lead, vermilion and mercury. The side effects in Haydocke's treatise notably only applied to women, not men. Edith Snook notes that the majority of The "nature of Sublimate" causes the skin to age prematurely, "black teeth, standing far out of their gums like a Spanish mule; an offensive breath, with a face halfe scorched, and an uncleane complexion." Similarly, Haydocke describes the faces of women who use white lead as quickly becoming "whitered and gray headed, because this doth so mightely drie up the naturall moysture of their flesh." Haydocke, Tracte, III, 130. 94 Hugh Platt, Delightes for Ladies (London, 1600), n. 14: "Sweete Powders, oyntments, beauties, etc."
Materials and Expertise in Early Modern
Cosmetic ingredients and medicinal remedies, in sum, overlapped with painting colorants and oscillated between healing and harming, portraying and disguising, adorning and disfiguring. The case of white lead very much demonstrates that these connotations were determined by the proportion and composition of the pharmaceutical substances, their preparation, and the gender of the people involved in the production process: as a face-paint, it corrupted female integrity both morally and physically; as a pharmaceutical substance, it was a recommended remedy in medical practice.
Beautifying Materials -Colors of Beauty
Merging the fields of medicine, cosmetics, and painting, the colors of beauty intersect in early modern writings on art and beauty at the convergence point of the human body and in the work of its male practitioners: in this context, physicians and painters. Different color worlds thus meet at the junction of the human body. Practitioners of art and medicine, of painting, physiology, anatomy and pharmacology shared a common interest in observing, examining and describing the human complexion and its colors as a medium of epistemology as well as of professional training and distinction. As discussed above, Firenzuola's Dialogo delle bellezze delle donne described the colors of the complexion and lips as being visual signs of the body's physiological qualities. Resulting from a good balance of the four fluids of the body, hues of red, candido (fair), white, vermillion and incarnato (flesh-pink) were thought to correspond with a healthy constitution. Regarding Haydocke's account of cosmetic substances, these colors of beauty could be generated by substances that, rather than covering the 'natural' complexion, altered its color to conform to desirable hues of beauty ranging from white to red. Although Haydocke distinguishes between "apparent" and "real" colors, in keeping with the Peripatetic tradition, he does not apply this in his discussion of cosmetics colors: "Vermilion and lake make the colour of ripe strawburies, roses, redlippes, rubies, bloud and skarlet; the same mixtures with white, make the colour of red cheekes, of faire carnation and damaske roses."101 Combining color pigments, pigment mixtures, and color hues, such as the color of strawberries, roses and rubies, he brings together the chromatic bodies of nature, the red pigments of art and medicine, and mixes them with white and red -the apparent colors of beauty.
